Privacy Report
John Doe
August 31, 2020

Dear John Doe,

We've submitted your removals from the people search databases on which we found your information. The report below shows each of the databases we've scanned, what we found, and what we're doing to remove it. After we've submitted each opt-out we go back and check each database again to make sure your information has been removed.

Although all of your listings on our removal list will disappear within a month, some will be gone quicker than others. For example, the databases that we're able to opt out of online, such as Spokeo, have already processed or will process within a few days. After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.

New databases will be added to our list as they appear, but don't worry -- we'll submit opt-outs for your personal information to all new databases we find as well. We'll keep working on your behalf and when we have significant updates to this report we'll send you an email to let you know.

Thank you. Our only business is your privacy!

Ravi S., DeleteMe Privacy Advisor
support@joindelete.me
DeleteMe Report Summary

Member since June 2020! Thanks
One year of DeleteMe for two people. Renews annually. - Active for another 298 days

Your Privacy Advisor
Ravi S.
support@joindeleteme.com

Last Scan
Monday, August 31
2020

Total records reviewed
331

Matching profiles being removed
37

Name & address variations searched
37

State residency
Massachusetts (MA privacy laws apply)

Data brokers with your personal info
37

Employer sponsored protection:
none

Total personal items found
228

Data broker with the most info on you
Addresses
Report Findings

After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.
After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.
After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.
After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.
After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.
What's next

Next Report Available in September 2020

Recommend a friend or family member
Share this coupon/link

Give 20% OFF & Get $20 coupon

Did you know?

**Can You Block Your Name From Being Searched On Google?**

Let's go straight to the bad news. It's virtually impossible to block your name from being searched online.

Read more »

After removals are complete, Google can take additional time to remove from its search cache.